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Despite severe snowstorms in the Northeast the 8th Annual Kinsey’s
Show posted a strong turnout of both retailers and vendors from February
26 to February 28 at the Hershey Convention Center in Hershey,
Pennsylvania. Dealers could walk through the exhibits representing about
225 vendors from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Friday, then about 100 retailers returned
that evening for a crossbow seminar and question-answer session. That’s
Excalibur’s Rob Dykeman at the podium in the photo at right, next to rep-
resentatives of Barnett, Horton and TenPoint. Parker’s Paul Vaicunas was the
moderator of the session which provided plenty of facts about crossbows
and their impact on the market, along with suggestions on how to sell and
service them. (ArrowTrade’s coverage of the seminar and the 2010 cross-
bow lines will appear in the July Crossbow Focus issue.)

Buying began in earnest as dealers first flocked to the close-out area fill-
ing one side of the Aztec room (photo second from top). That’s where the
Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania distributor offered deep discounts on discontinued or returned mer-
chandise. It was first come, first served as orders were turned in, with Kinsey’s sophisticated
electronic inventory system counting down how many bargains remained. From there,
retailers were free to circulate through the vendor exhibits in that hall, the Great American
Hall and the connecting lobbies, knowing that any orders placed at the show would be at
the best prices Kinsey’s offers all year.

As the final show of the winter season for many exhibitors and sales representatives, the
Kinsey’s show has a relaxed, friendly atmosphere. Purchasing and Sales Manager Dave
Parker said the Kinsey’s staff looks forward to seeing the dealers they serve year-round.
About 100 people work at Kinsey’s and everyone is involved to some extent in show prepa-
rations and operation.“That’s how we keep it very affordable for our vendors and dealers,”

Parker commented.“It’s an amazing team effort.”
The show enjoys strong support from its vendors. Sims,

Carbon Express and Realtree helped sponsor the Saturday
evening entertainment, which featured Country Singer/Songwriter Jason Michael Carroll (with microphone
at left). The Saturday morning dealer breakfast was sponsored by Gold Tip, while Bohning was the host
Sunday morning. Laura Francese, Martin Archery and Last Chance Power Press teamed up on a fund-raiser
for the Wounded Warrior Project. In the photo at lower left you see Laura, Toni Diruscio of Kinsey's, and rep-
resentatives of Wild Country Outfitters, Woodstock, Virginia, who took home the unique camo-finished bow
press.Will Primos, seen signing a shop banner below, had the company he founded offer prize packages won
by Clayton's Hunting in Horsham, Pennsylvania, Grizz's Forked River Bait & Tackle in Forked River, New Jersey,
S&S Sport Shop in Rockwood, Pennsylvania, Baker's Sporting Goods in Greenwood, Delaware and
Summerville Hunter Specialties  of Hannibal, New York.

In what’s become a tradition, the show closed Sunday afternoon with the drawing for the winner of an
ATV. The Polaris Sportsman 400 was won by Tim’s Arrow Shop in Wolcott, New York. That prize was compli-
ments of Joe Miller, the William Gartland Rep Group and the manufacturers it represents, including Limb

Saver, Field Logic, Rage, TenPoint, Extreme Archery, Hunter Safety Systems, Tru
Fire/Switchblade, Kutmaster/Mathews Knives, Covert Cameras, Kwikee Kwiver, Victory
Arrows, Winner's Choice, IQ Sights, Predator iKam, and HECS Clothing.

Dates for the 2011 show will be February 18-20. Reach Kinsey’s at (800) 366-4269.

By Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn with additional photography by Al Richard
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National Sales Manager Randy Wood (far right) had help manning the
TenPoint booth from Rick Coe, a sales-rep turned real estate agent who is
back in the archery business as a regional sales manager for the Ohio firm.

Wood and Coe showed ArrowTrade the firm’s new
crossbow dampening package, developed for it by
BowJax. The package includes limb dampeners, a
riser dampener that fit in front of where the cable
crosses through the riser, and even an arrow retain-
ing spring dampener (see photo at left). Wood said
the kit knocks about 3 dB off the typical crossbow,
“which is a huge difference” since a 3 dB range rep-
resents a doubling in intensity. It comes in three

styles, two for split limbs of difference sizes, and one for solid limbs. To use
the riser dampener, the crossbow does need to come with a cable slide.

Coe suggested dealers set up the same model crossbow with and without
the dampening kit, let customers shoot them, and be prepared to sell plen-
ty of the new kits. The dampeners also come standard on the TenPoint
Phantom, though Wood said they provide an even greater benefit on lighter,
less expensive models like the TenPoint Titan or the new Warrior and Invader in the Wicked Ridge brand.

For more information on this accessory or the firm’s crossbows, call (800) 549-6837 or talk to your cus-
tomer service rep at Kinsey’s.

Spypoint makes game cameras and
motion detectors for hunters. Chris
Carpenter (far left) holds the receiver and the lens-equipped detector,
which can be set up to monitor a trail up to a 1,000 feet away.You buy both
as a set, then can add up to three more detectors. Just flip open the back

(see inset photo) and key each one to a different sig-
nal light on the front of the receiver. The receiver sig-
nals you by vibrating when one of the detectors is
tripped, so you can clip it to a belt or keep it in a
pocket.

Sebastien Gagnon holds the ProX, a 12 megapixel
camera whose “guts” slip out of the case so you can
view, edit and download photos without having to
be at camera level. SpyPoint has six other models
and you can reach the VP for sales and marketing at
the sales office in Vermont by calling (888) SPYPOINT.

Weber’s Camo Leather Goods has  expanded the number of offer-
ings for women. Here Tami Engel (foreground) of Hunter’s Warehouse,
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania and Jen Backer of Traditions Archery,
Rochester, New York look over a new pink-trimmed leather Mini Zip
Wallet and Clutch Wallet (also shown below.) While the main surfaces
are still a permanently printed Mossy Oak Break-Up, the edging is a
solid color leather in your choice of brown, pink, taupe, green or
orange.Weber’s also has a Deluxe Checkbook Wallet, Key Rings and Tri-
Fold Wallet for women. New this year are options for when you’ve got
more to carry, including a Camo Leather Tote and Camo Leather
Shoulder Bag.

You don’t have to have an entire gift section to begin selling prod-
ucts like these: Matt Zwilling (in blue) said the firm has a compact
acrylic display that can hold about a dozen different products.

Order from Kinsey’s or reach Weber’s Camo Leather Goods in
Minnesota by calling (320) 762-2816.
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Cuddebak has introduced a compact card reader (see inset
photo) so hunters can view, edit and save their game camera
photos without having to carry a laptop computer in the field.

The CuddeView 4-in-1 Viewer
is powered by 4 AA batteries
and is small enough to fit in a
shirt pocket. Drew Lambert of
Mike Wieck Sales (at right) is
talking here to Dave
Bontrager of Outback Archery
in Goshen, Indiana. Reach the
game camera company in
Wisconsin by calling (715)
762-2260.

Jill Halliburton of Norway Industries,
supplier of Duravanes, Fusion Vanes and
String Tamers, said the company has
entered the truck accessory market with a
new Hitch Hero. Molded of super strong
glass-reinforced polymer, the unit slips into
a hitch with a ribbed side up to form a
handy step, a seat or even a fish cleaning
platform. Flip it over so the twin compart-
ments can hold food and water for your
hunting dog. Get stuck in snow, mud or sand
and the unit makes a handy emergency
shovel. Holes are molded in for mounting a
flag to your 4-wheeler and  for staking the
unit to the ground so Fido can’t carry it off.

The weight of the Hitch Hero is just 3.5
pounds but mounted to a 2 inch hitch
receiver it will support well over 1,000
pounds of weight. Reach the manufacturer
by calling (800) 778-4755.
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Rob Dykeman of Excalibur Crossbow demonstrated how easy it is to replace a string on
the company’s recurve models. “We have a $24.99 bow press,” the National Sales Manager
commented before the demonstration. Strong, broadhead shaped plastic washers are

slipped over the limb tips, then the unit is cocked by hand
or by drawing the string changer with a rope cocking aid.
This flexes the limbs so the worn or damaged string can be
removed and a new string put in its place (see inset photo.)
Since Excalibur crossbows don’t require an anti-dry fire
device, you can pull one end of
the rope cocking aid (see at
left), take the safety off and pull
the trigger, then lower the
crossbow limbs back to brace
height. If you think this means
the Canadian made crossbows
can be easily de-cocked in the
field after the day’s hunt, you’re
right. Find out more at the
company’s website, on its
instructional DVD or by calling
(519) 743-6890.

Covert Scouting Cameras
are smaller than others on the
market, just 5-1/2 inches high,
3-1/2 inches wide and 2-1/4
inches deep. They can be that
small because you program
them with a detachable
remote, instead of opening
the case and accessing con-
trols inside it. Joey Dorris (at left) said the units have a
1/4x20 threaded insert at the bottom for setting up on a tri-
pod or to use with the Covert Cam Tree60 mount shown in
the insert photo. That ball and socket-type mount has a
bracket that will attach to anything that you can screw to or
strap to. For a hunter that might be a small branch while a
homeowner might want to mount the camera high in the
eaves of a garage, pointing down. Talking with Dorris is
Dean Scott of Scrubby Buck in Clyde, New York. For more
information call (877) 462-1799.

Cindy Stearns of Stearns Archery &
Taxidermy, Claremont, New Hampshire, gets
her first look through the IQ Bowsight as
son Brad looks on. Larry Pulkrabek, founder
and president of Field Logic, was at the
show to introduce the unique new sight to
retailers. It offers a Retina Lock feature, that
pupil-like black dot showing at the top of
the pin guard, when the archer is at full
draw and applying no torque to the bow handle. The fiber-optic based
Retina Lock has its own elevation and adjustment screws, an important fea-
ture since you want to reinforce good form and not force the shooter to
adapt to the sight. One of the final steps in setting up the sight will be hav-
ing the customer draw with eyes closed, then open them to make sure the
Retina Lock is centered.

This premium sight comes in 4 and 7 pin models, with a number of other
accuracy enhancing features. The mounting bar offers two different adjust-
ments to square the pins with the plane of the string.The cast aluminum pins
have a cavity that protects the fiber. A phosphorescent feature stores light
for the pins and for the Retina Lock to add extra minutes of visibility.The pins
are in a single track and the aim points are all in the same plane, but they’re
designed in a way that they nest together for extremely tight pin spacing.
One change from the gun-metal gray model on display at Kinsey’s, Pulkrabek
told ArrowTrade, is that the mounting bar will be significantly thinner on the
production models.

Two versions are planned, a 4 pin model with a MAP (minimum advertised
price) of $179 and a 7 pin model at $199. For more info, call (800) 282-4868.
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So what are you waiting for? Simply visit www.heaterbodysuit.com - click on
“dealer info” and enter password “LOST” for Mathews dealers or “PREDATOR” for all other
dealers, to view all the information you need to start selling the Heater Body
Suit - TODAY! Or, call 1-888-565-2652 to speak with a sales representative!

EVERY Suit includes SilverScent® Triple-X™ —
specially formulated for the HEATER BODY SUIT!
Stay Warm AND Scent-FREE!

1. The Heater Body Suit is the FASTEST
Growing garment in the hunting industry!

2. Our sales display helps the suit sell itself and
is included with your order. Each display uses less

than 3 cubic feet of floor space!

3. It’s the #1 solution to the age-old problem of staying
warm on stand. While you may not normally sell
clothing, the unique qualities of the suit make it a
profitable addition to your store at a time of year when
typical archery equipment sales are slowing down!

4. RISK FREE! Qualified shops will be credited back for any inventory
not sold by season’s end! No Strings…you’ve got NOTHING to lose!

5. Support the American Work Force! We proudly make the Heater
Body Suit right here in the USA!

www.heaterbodysuit.com • Heater Clothing Inc. • 14302 Pigeon River Road, Cleveland, WI 53015 • Telephone: 888.565.2652

8.125x10.75
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Jay Rogers has the fun job at Edge by Expedite of designing ways to give
hunters the edge over what they’re hunting, from wary crows and wily predators
to sharp-eyed turkeys. At right, Rogers shows Greg Trumpower of Trumphy’s
Archery the new Edge Reel Turkey Feeding Hen Decoy. It’s mounted on light-
weight runners and comes with a 200 foot reel of line.You can make the hen bob
up and down or pull it across a field toward you. The action is based on gravity
and a pendulum. As long as you keep pressure on the line the hen stays upright,
while to cause her to dip to a feeding position, you just let off on the tension.
Rogers said you can also remove this lightweight decoy and replace it with other
styles.“A moving decoy makes a huge difference, especially when you have edu-
cated birds that want to hang up on you,” he remarked.

At lower left Rogers holds the Mighty Predator 3. Designed to retail for just
$99.99, it comes with 16 preloaded calls
including three 20 minute calling seg-
ments. The quality horn speaker is loud
enough for calling crows and snow
geese, and the unit accepts an SD card
so you can download an almost unlimit-
ed range of calls.

Rogers is wearing the new Bow Butler
on his back and is showing it in the
photo far right to Vermont retailer
Linwood Smith. Designed for backyard
or 3-D use, it holds your arrows and
accessories and pops open to hold your
bow off the ground while you’re pulling
your arrows or taking a rest.

For more information about these
Edge products and the Renzos decoys
the same Wisconsin company markets,
call (715) 381-2935.

Craig Abshire of
Big E’s Archery,
Cul len , V i rg in ia ,
tries out the new i-
Kam Extreme from
Predator Outdoor
Products. Hidden
in the temples of
these sunglasses is
a video and audio
recorder and
r e c h a r g e a b l e
power supply. A
hunter can record
three hours of
whatever he’s see-
ing to the built-in
4GB memory. You
can add up to an
8GB Micro SD card,
Holly Eyster told
ArrowTrade, but
you’ll still need to
recharge the unit
about every three
hours. Video is recorded at 30 frames per second using a 3MP camera
behind a tiny hole above the nose frame, in the AVI format that most com-
puters are already set up to download and play.

The i-Kam comes with interchangeable lenses and if needed you can
special order a tough polycarbonate lens or even send in a customer’s
prescription to have it ground. The suggested retail price is $199 for the
Realtree frame, $189.99 for black or white.

New York Retailer Gary Magie stopped by the Bohning
Archery booth to check on some of its colorful products.
Bohning has added adult and kid-sized target quivers in pink.
Youth bow cases are also new this year in a black, red and blue
that are designed to appeal to Genesis bow owners. Hanging
at center on the back wall is the company’s new Myriad Target
Quiver. It reverses for right or left hand, and has magnetic clo-
sures on the pockets. The arrow storage is divided, but it is a
tubeless style so the quiver is easier to pack. You can order it
from Kinsey’s or from the Blazer vane builder at (231) 229-4247.
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William Reider (at left) of Xtreme
Archery, York, Pennsylvania checks out
the newest Vertigo pattern garments
from Scent-Lok. The company started
with a light gray background and very
large, silhouette-busting elements. Now
it’s added a tan background option. If
you choose the Timber-Fleece 360
series garments the contrast is even
more striking, because the dark ele-
ments are a high loft fleece while the
light elements are a smooth brushed
polyester, still from the Mossy Oak
Break-Up family of patterns. 

Scent-Lok knows that head covers are
needed to make its odor-eliminating
suits effective. The company’s LTWT
Flexi-Bil Ultimate HC is the lightest it has ever
offered, and incorporates a wire brim so hunters
can move it to shade their eyes or fold it out of the
way to add a warmer cap as needed. For a copy of
the firms 48 page catalog or information on the on-
line training it now makes available to retailers, call
(800) 315-5799.

M i c h a e l
Wiseman, whose
business involves
both archery
sales and taxi-
dermy, looks over
the new Skull
Masters molded
skulls that come
from  Mountain
Mikes Reproductions. Craig McCullock of the Outtech sales rep

group is holding the basic white style, while Wiseman
holds a camo-dipped skull that sells for twice as
much. Woodgrain is also an option.

Wiseman already uses molded skull blanks for
European mounts for his customers, but said the Skull
Masters version looks like it would be simpler to use.
Reach the manufacturer at (707) 894-9121.

Pragotrade has used its 15 years of experience to
develop the Weston line of food processing equip-

ment.  National Accounts Manager Ryan Case holds one of the
most popular items for hunters, a jerky gun. Surprisingly, he
said hunters and hunting camps are also good customers for
the company’s commercial grade equipment, including motor-
ized grinders, sausage stuffers, smokers and dehydrators. You
can get more information about the food processing, prepar-
ing and preservation equipment, and an inexpensive arrow
saw, by calling (800) 814-4895.
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ScentBlocker National Sales Manager Chad Bauman (in
background at left) was busy showing retailers the latest prod-
ucts incorporating the new Cold Fusion carbon technology.The
firm is now using carbon absorption technology developed by
a European business partner, Freudenberg, and used in cloth-
ing designed to protect NATO troops against nuclear, biological
and chemical substances. In Cold Fusion garments a micro-
powdered activated carbon is fused onto the back of the camo
fabric. ScentBlocker said its tests show extremely high levels of
adsorption of simulated human odor for extended periods of
time. The tests also show that after filling the carbon with odor
and then heating in a normal household dryer, Cold Fusion
continues to attain impressive and
effective levels of adsorption.

ScentBlocker is introducing this
technology in the Mack Daddy gar-
ments (that’s the jacket shown) as
well as the Dream Season Pro and
Dream Season Silent Shell. Bauman
showed me a new cuff style (see
insert) that uses the Boa dial-to-
tighten system, similar to what the
company uses on its boots.

The blind uses a Cold Fusion car-
bon lining with a battery-powered Ozone Wave generator that
generates activated oxygen to purge human odors. That blind
has a zippered floor and is pressurized when the generator is
running. A carbon exhaust vent (see above) is designed to catch
any odors the ozone hasn’t already stopped. The rechargeable
battery comes with both a 12V truck charger and 110V AC
charger, and the blind doubles as a decontamination chamber
to prep and de-scent hunting clothes.

Reach ScentBlocker in Minnesota by calling (800) 397-1827.

Predator Trailcams’
Perry Elsemore is taking
advantage of the new,
more powerful LED
infrared emitters to pro-
duce cameras that cap-
ture clear nighttime
photos at extended
ranges, without any tell-
tale red glow that might
spook game. The
Informer IR and Traileye
XP models incorporate
two of the powerful
“Dragon Eye” emitters
(see insert photo) for
photos out to 60 feet. He packs six
Dragon Eyes in the Informer XP shown in
the booth display, and that one will cap-
ture photos at a range out to 80 feet.

The Wisconsin firm molds its cases out
of a tough GE resin that’s 80 percent
polycarbonate, 20 percent glass so the
firm can offer a lifetime warranty on the
case. Elsemore said he has his Universal Angled Bracket
molded of the same tough material, and with 10,000 sold
last year hasn’t heard of a single one breaking. The elec-
tronics on these easy-to-operate models are covered for
one year. Reach the Wisconsin firm at (715) 893-5001.

The old saying “Seeing is Believing” came to mind when stopping by the
BowJax booth manned by Ken Miller, a pro staffer that works with the Hudalla
Associates Rep Group.The dampening firm brought a test jig to the show that
flexed two identical
bow limbs equipped
with a BowJax Magnum
Monsterjax and a lead-
ing competitor. The big
six-armed Magnum
stopped the limb vibra-
tion in significantly less
time. BowJax says it is
more effective because
the arms can flex to
touch the limb. Miller is
about to trip the two
releases holding the
bow limbs in this
photo. Reach BowJax
by calling (208) 762-
3692.
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Hunter’s Specialties brought one of its new clothing displays to
the Kinsey’s Show. Pro Staffer Matt Morrett is holding one of the
mid-weight pants carrying the same Scent-A-Way brand the firm
has used for 25 years on odor-killing soaps and sprays. The new
clothing line uses Tek-4 silver-enhanced fabric. The odor killing silver
is incorporated in the fibers, not sprayed on, Morrett said, so it’s
going to last the life of the garment.The clothing line includes briefs,
socks and both light weight and mid weight pants and shirts.

Ryan Wimer, who represents the HS line in Pennsylvania, said the
firm has specially designed racks that carry the Scent-A-Way cloth-
ing and popular HS accessories starting for orders in the $4,000
range. Reach the Iowa firm by calling (319) 395-0321.

Leupold has introduced a new bow-mounted rangefinder, here
being demonstrated by Sales Representative Steve Davis of H&G
Marketing. The 10 ounce unit uses a bracket that attaches to the
quiver mounting holes on most bow sights. To set it up, you activate
a laser and align the rangefinder until the top pin and the laser dot
coincide. From there you use your top pin as if it were the recticle of
a conventional rangefinder, putting that pin on the animal while you
read the range, then using your appropriate pin to aim and shoot.
The weatherproof unit reads in True Ballistic Range, compensating
for shots up or down a slope, in ranges from 10 to 70 yards. It also
has a scan mode so you can read the changing distance to an animal
that may be walking toward you. An auto shut-off feature extends
the battery life.

Davis said Leupold has done extensive testing to make sure units

can stand up to the shock imparted by high speed bows. For more
information, contact Kinsey’s, your H&G sales rep or reach the manu-
facturer at the headquarters in Oregon by calling (503) 526-1400.

Sportsmen and sports fans are the target audience for the new
Motor Mouth that Arlen Carpenter (left in photo below) and Lou
Souders were promoting at the show. Motor Mouth lets you cus-
tomize a car or truck with sounds activated by your key-less remote
entry. The unit includes a control and weatherproof horn that you
mount in the engine compartment. You splice into the wiring of the
light that comes on when you unlock your
car, and install a sound module. Each mod-
ule has four sounds that play in rotation, or
you can lock in your favorite.There are over

two dozen modules, from trumpets to barnyard animals. The Duck
Commander and NWTF modules are very popular with hunters,
Carpenter noted, so much so they’re available bundled with the
complete sound system. Deer, elk and pig hunters have their own
modules, and several are licensed by collegiate teams. Reach this
American made product line in North Carolina at (919) 901-9315.
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How tough is your favorite mechanical broadhead? Nick Giannetti of
Vision Quest, maker of Steel Force broadheads, brought chunks of the steel
drum he had been blasting through with his new Phat Head S.O.B. along with
a video loop showing the head surviving shot after shot through the drum.

S.O.B. stands for Swing Open Blade, as this new Phathead combines a 1
inch wide .075 inch thick main blade with two .040 inch thick pivoting blades
and a 3/4 inch bleeder blade.The head uses magnets embedded in the main
blade to hold the swinging blades in position until they encounter hide.They
boost the cutting diameter to 1-1/2 inches. In the photo at lower left you can
see the new head in open and closed position, next to a Phathead illustration.
The center photo shows the new head above one that’s been punching
through steel. It’s edges are nicked but it’s still in operating condition.

The PhatHead S.O.B. has a MAP on a 3 pack that’s $44.95, compared to
$29.95 for the conventional Phathead. Initially 100 and 145 grain models are
being built, with the Pennsylvania firm adding 125 and 85
grain models later on. Reach Vision Quest at (570) 448-2845.

Years spent in development work seem to be paying
off for Tony Overbaugh of X-Stand Treestands.
Despite being located in one of the lobbies this new
business had plenty of dealers interested in its stable,
easy climbing model that weighs just over 12 pounds with the detachable foot rest.
The stand is built of 6061 aluminum, the same high grade alloy typically used in sights
and rests, so it can be light in weight yet TMA rated for 300 pounds.

Overbaugh demonstrated how the X design transfers torque to where it’s needed:
You can stand on the edge and the cable on the opposite side grips the tree all the
tighter. The foot loop stays open and by pivoting your toes out it snugs down nicely.
Fiberglass slats hold the cable away from the tree when you take the pressure off the
base or the hand-climber seat, so you can climb easily without the cable hanging up
on bark (see inset photo far right).The cable uses a spring-loaded clamp and swedged
stops (see photo bottom right) to adjust for tree sizes, and you can screw the clamp
down tight before you’re ready to climb. Reach the firm at (540) 877-2769.
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Charlie McCoy and Jeff Adkins of Strut N Rut got the lowdown on the new
EZ Fletch Mini from Randy Phillips of Arizona Rim Country. The new fletcher
is designed to apply the popular short vanes like Norway’s Fusion and
Bohning’s Blazer. That’s easy to see in the photo below of a full-size and mini
version. What isn’t obvious until you begin fletching is that the base is being
applied to the shaft in a way that forces the vane to cup rather than stand up
straight. Cupped vanes were introduced in the model rocket field recently,
Phillips said, and are setting new standards for distance and accuracy. On a
arrow they make the vane much more rigid and resistant to fluttering. Phillips
said archers are getting tighter groups and less down-range drift, and he was
urging these retailers to charge a premium for arrows fletched this way.

For now you’ll have to purchase an EZ Fletch Mini to see the new vane tech-
nique, but Phillips said he’s planning to redo his EZ Fletch Pro and Carbon EZ
Fletch to provide the same benefits. Reach Arizona Rim Country Products at
(480) 961-7995.

The Evolution Sight is a new approach
to peep sights, a V-notch design that lets in
plenty of light because the string itself
forms the top of the window. The light-
weight molded case holds a replaceable
stick battery and light source so you can
illuminate the V in low light. Jeff Grove,
holding the packaged sight, made his own
model by hand to solve problems he had
with his peep blacking out in low light. He
liked it so much he decided many other
hunters might be interested and he decid-
ed to put the product on the market. You
can get ordering information from Kinsey’s
or by calling (717) 324-9275.

Barnett Crossbows now has mod-
els ranging from $199 to $699, top-
ping out with the Predator that Sales
Coordinator Jennifer Toepper is
showing to Robert Mort of Raystown
Fishing and Hunting, Huntingdon,
Pennsylvania. Mort is feeling the soft
material that encapsulates the limb,
which starts as layers of Gordon Glass
from Gordon Composites, then is
laminated at the Barnsdale limb
plant. The limb covering reduces
noise levels by 20 to 30 percent,
Barnett says.

ArrowTrade will have more infor-
mation about Barnett’s 2010 line in
the July issue. In the meantime, you
can reach the manufacturer by call-
ing (727) 234-4999.
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